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§Reggio Children (Italy): https://www.reggiochildren.it

•North American Reggio Emilia Alliance:
§https://www.reggioalliance.org

• Vancouver Reggio Association: 
https://vancouverreggioassociation.ca

• BC Reggio-Inspired Mathematics Project:
§http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath

https://www.reggiochildren.it/
https://www.reggioalliance.org/
https://vancouverreggioassociation.ca/
http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath


• image of the child as capable, competent and having rights
• image of teacher as researcher – provoker, ball tosser
• that the child has a hundred or more languages to express 
ideas and theories
• environment as third teacher
• pedagogy of listening
• responsive, emergent curriculum
• socially constructed learning, collaborative
• importance of relationships



• connectedness to culture,
community, environment
• the environment as third 
teacher
• focus on big ideas and 
concepts
• emergent and responsive
curriculum
• learning in community,
collaborative

• inquiry-based, provocation,
proposals, ball toss
• the 100 languages of 
children
• the atelier
• use of loose parts & a 
variety of
materials
• interdisciplinary projects
• documentation – making 
learning visible
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§What do you notice?
§What do you wonder?
§What math lives here?



How might the teaching and 
learning of mathematics 

be more holistic?

How might a sense of place be 
nurtured through the teaching and 

learning of mathematics?



Where does 
mathematics live in this 

place?

What mathematical 
story does this 

place tell?



§noticing
§naming 
§nurturing



create 
opportunities to
notice and find
math outdoors





§create 
opportunities to 
create, build and 
make math, 
playing with
materials,
language and 
ideas





§making 
connections, 
seeing a problem 
to be solved or an
issue to be
investigated

§Litter
§Water or air pollution
§Impact of humans on

the environment
§Needing to protect 
an animal’s habitat
§Planting plants for

pollinators
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Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical understanding 
through play, inquiry, and problem solving.

Connect mathematical ideas to each other and to other areas 
and personal interests.

Engage in problem-solving experiences that are connected to 
place, story, cultural practices, and perspectives relevant to local 
First Peoples communities, the local community, and other 
cultures.

Incorporate First Peoples worldviews and perspectives to make 
connections to mathematical concepts.

a selection of BC Mathematics Curricular Competencies



§Identity
§Story 
§Place
§Community
§Relationship
§Connection

§Decomposing
§Change
§Transformation
§Equivalence
§Space
§Pattern



§PLAYING WITH MATERIALS
§PLAYING WITH LANGUAGE 
§PLAYING WITH IDEAS



§Do students see themselves 
reflected in your classroom 
mathematical experiences?

§Do students have opportunities 
to be exposed to new 
perspectives and worldviews?

§Do students have openings to 
new opportunities and to reach 
their goals?

drawn from the work of 
Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop and 

Dr. Rochelle Gutierrez



§Connect mathematical 
concepts to each other and to 
other areas and personal 
interests



§math to self
§math to world
§math to math
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§How does story help support students’ 
mathematical thinking and 
understanding?
§Problem-solving and problem-posing
§Contextual, connected
§Actions
§Visualization
§Mathematical structures









§ What family or cultural stories might your students share?

§ What story structures might you explore through mathematics?

https://indigenousstorywork.com https://emxaguilar.net/indigenizing-arts-ed
Instagram: @indigenizingartsed

https://indigenousstorywork.com/
https://emxaguilar.net/indigenizing-arts-ed


THOMAS CARPENTER, ELIZABETH FENNEMA ET AL
CURRENT RESEARCH: MEGAN FRANKE, ELHAM KAZEMI ET AL, 
UCLA, UW



§CGI is a research-based 
approach to teaching and 
learning number operations in 
context. There is a focus on 
listening to children’s thinking 
and children making choices 
about number range, 
materials, representing their 
thinking and strategy use.

§Number operations, counting 
collections, choral counting



_____ + 5 = 7   (start unknown)

2 + _____ = 7   (change unknown)

2 + 5 = _____    (result unknown)



___ ➕ 36 = 72

114 ➖ ___ = 110

___ = 55 ✖ 3

144 ➗ ___ = 3



___ ➕ 36 = 72

114 ➖ ___ = 110

___ = 55 ✖ 3

144 ➗ ___ = 3

What are you 
thinking about?

What connections 
are you making?

What mathematics do you need 
to understand to create a story 

or pose a problem based on 
these equations?





§Colin has some marbles in his pocket. 
§He found some more in his closet. 
§He counted his marbles to see how many he had.
§(7, 12)   (12, 20), (15, 22)
§Colin has ____ marbles in his pocket. He found some 
more in his closet. He counted his marbles and now he 
had ____ marbles. How many marbles did Colin find in 
his closet?











§. Felix went for a hike with his 
family. They hiked a long loop 
around a mountain. They 
hiked the first part and then 
stopped for lunch. And then 
they hiked the rest of the way.

Grades 4&5: Numberless Word Problem (CGI)



§Felix went for a hike with his 
family. They hiked a 9.75 km 
loop around a mountain. 
They hiked the first part and 
then stopped for lunch. And 
then they hiked the rest of 
the way.



§Felix went for a hike with his 
family. They hiked a 9.75 km 
loop around a mountain. They 
hiked the first 4.85 km and then 
stopped for lunch. And then they 
hiked the rest of the way.



§Felix went for a hike with his family. 
They hiked a 9.75 km loop around a 
mountain. They hiked the first 4.85 
km and then stopped for lunch. How 
many km did they have left to hike 
after lunch?



§puppets – playful math motions and discourse
§ role-play – problems from everyday life such as setting the table
§ small world play – using characters and setting to create math 
stories

§ counting collections – extend the experience by using the collection 
to pose a problem or tell a story

§ children’s books –libraries have collections of number concept 
books and stories to inspire storytelling

§ images – photographs, art, maps





§Read a story aloud to the class, asking them to 
notice and wonder as you read. Choose a 
problem that emerges from the story that is of 
interest to the students to explore together.

§Invite students choose their own questions to 
investigate or invite them to use the story context 
to inspire their own problems to pose or math 
stories to build, draw or tell.











§Drawing upon experiences with playful storytelling 
in our classrooms, students are often asked: What 
stories live in these materials? How might these 
materials help you tell your story?

§By introducing math tools, numerals and other 
collections to our storytelling materials, what 
mathematical stories and problems might students 
share?





§Counting
§Combining
§Removing
§Missing part
§Operations
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